Some of the actors Oz had the chance to direct are almost as well known as his Pizzle Bear and Yoda alter egos. Comedians Bill Murray and Steve Martin, for instance, both play supporting roles. But he decided to give them free rein.

"You don't direct Bill," he observes. "It's like water off a duck's back. Withtalented people like Steve and Bill, you try to stay out of their way."

Moranis endeavors this hands-off style of directing. It makes it possible, he says, for the actors and director to work on a scene together, improving the final product. Occasionally, Moranis would ask whether a character was playing a scene too broadly, with implausible humor. The reply was oblique: "Rick, there's a talking plant in this movie."

Moranis considers this a valuable lesson. "It's like water off a duck's back. With talent, you try to hide your actions by pretending to do nothing, as if your spirit had left your body."
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